The nonlinear free vibration and postbuckling behaviors of multilayer functionally graded (FG) porous nanocomposite beams that are made of metal foams reinforced by graphene platelets (GPLs) are investigated in this paper. The internal pores and GPL nanofillers are uniformly dispersed within each layer but both porosity coefficients and GPL weight fraction change from layer to layer, resulting in position-dependent elastic moduli, mass density and Poisson's ratio along the beam thickness. The mechanical property of closed-cell cellular solids is employed to obtain the relationship between coefficients of porosity and mass density. The effective material properties of the nanocomposite are determined based on the Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model for Young's modulus and the rule of mixture for mass density and Poisson's ratio. Timoshenko beam theory and von Kármán type nonlinearity are used to establish the differential governing equations that are solved by Ritz method and a direct iterative algorithm to obtain the nonlinear vibration frequencies and postbuckling equilibrium paths of the beams with different end supports. Special attention is given to the effects of varying porosity coefficients and GPL's weight fraction, dispersion pattern, geometry and size on the nonlinear behavior of the porous nanocomposite beam. It is found that the addition of a small amount of GPLs can remarkably reinforce the stiffness of the beam, and the its nonlinear vibration and postbuckling performance is significantly influenced by the distribution patterns of both internal pores and GPL nanofillers.
Introduction
Since being first isolated by Novoselov et al. [1] in Manchester, graphene has become one of the most exciting topics in materials science due to its high Young's modulus, superior fracture strength and extreme thermal conductivity, etc [2, 3] . Tremendous research efforts have been focused to show the possibility of large scale adoption of graphene in different applications [4] [5] [6] [7] . GPLs composed of a few graphene layers are one of the most promising graphene-based nanomaterials with great potential to be an ideal candidate as ultralight M A N U S C R I P T
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3 uniform and non-uniform porosity distributions. GPL nanofillers are dispersed in the metal matrix with varying volume fractions along the beam thickness. The combined effects of porosity distributions and GPL dispersion patterns are examined by using a shear deformable multilayer beam model constructed with Timoshenko beam theory and von Kármán type nonlinearity. The nonlinear free vibration frequencies and postbuckling loads are computed based on Ritz method and a direct iterative algorithm. The influences from porosities and nanofillers are discussed in details to indicate the best way to improve the nonlinear structural performance of porous nanocomposite beams.
Porous nanocomposite beams
A multilayer beam model under current consideration is described in a Cartesian coordinate system (x, z), where
is along the mid-plane direction and
is perpendicular to x-axis and points upwards, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each layer is of the same thickness ( / h h n ∆ =
, n is the total number of layers), but both the porosity coefficient and GPL volume fraction are graded from layer to layer.
Three porosity distributions shown in Fig. 2 are considered in the present study. It is assumed that the size and density of internal pores vary along the beam thickness in nonuniform porosity distributions 1 and 2 while in uniform porosity distribution, the pores are evenly distributed over the whole beam. For beams made of homogeneous materials and with non-uniform porosity distributions, the maximum value 1 E ( 1 ρ ) and minimum value 2 E ( 2 ρ ) of Young's modulus (mass density) are corresponding to the smallest and largest porosities, respectively. As depicted in Young's modulus and mass density of porous nanocomposite beams are given by
The shear modulus of porous nanocomposite beams is
in which Poisson's ratio ( ) v z of closed-cell cellular solids is expressed as [41] ( ) 
where c v is the Poisson's ratio of nanocomposites without pores.
The effective Young's modulus c E is determined by Halpin-Tsai micromechanics model [11, 26, 35 ] as 
The mass density and Poisson's ratio of the nanocomposite are given by the rule of mixture as [42] 
where GPL 
3. Theories and formulations
Strain energy, potential energy and work done by external force
According to Timoshenko beam theory, the displacements along the x-and z-axes of an arbitrary point in the beam are denoted by ( )
u x z t u x t z x t w x z t w x t
where ( ) 
The normal and transverse shear stresses are given by the elastic constitutive law as
Making use of Eqs. (16)- (17), the strain energy U, kinetic energy K, and the work V done by an external axial load P can be obtained as 
where ( ) , , , ,
, , , ,
where 110 A and 10 I are the values of 11 A and 0 I of a homogeneous metal beam (i.e., 0 0 e = and 0 GPL V = ), Eqs. (18)- (20) 
Nonlinear vibration analysis
For a beam undergoing harmonic vibration, its dynamic displacements take the form of
where
is the dimensionless form of natural frequency Ω . Ritz method is used with the following trial functions for beams with different boundary conditions [43] 
in which N is the total number of polynomial items in the trial functions, j p , j q and j r ( 1, 2, , j N = ⋅⋅⋅ ) are the unknown coefficients. Substituting Eqs (29)- (31) into Eqs (25)- (26) then minimizing the total energy
with respect to the unknown coefficients
yields the governing equation in matrix form as
where Linear K and Nonlinear K are 3 3 N N × dimensionless symmetric stiffness matrices, M denotes the 3 3 N N × dimensionless mass matrix, and
be solved by using a direct iterative algorithm [24, 43] 
Postbuckling analysis
The principle of minimum total potential energy is used for postbuckling analysis, which requires 
in which V is the 3 3 N N × dimensionless geometric matrix. An iterative algorithm similar to the one used in the nonlinear free vibration analysis is followed herein to solve Eq. (36) to determine the postbuckling load nl P under a specific value of mid-span deflection * m w .
Numerical results and discussions
In this section, detailed numerical results are presented to examine the effects of porosities and GPL nanofillers on the nonlinear free vibration and postbuckling behaviors of functionally graded porous nanocomposite beams. The material and geometrical parameters for GPLs are 1.5 11, 44] . As copper based nanocomposites are commonly used in open literature [26, 28, 29] , copper is selected as the metal matrix with 130
It should be noted that according to the range of relative density specified in Eq. (3), the porosity coefficient is required to be within 0 0 0.9618 e < < . Therefore, in the following calculations, the employed maximum and minimum values of 0 e are 0.6 and 0.2, respectively.
Validation and convergence analysis
The free vibration analysis of functionally graded material (FGM) beams with uniform and non-uniform porosity distributions is conducted to validate the proposed formulations. 
FGM-II beam with non-uniform porosities:
where α is the porosity volume fraction, We then look into the nonlinear vibration analysis of porous FGM-I C-C beams with uniform porosity distributions. The present nonlinear frequency ratios / nl l ω ω are compared in Table 2 with those given by Ebrahimi and Zia [46] using Galerkin's method and the method of multiple scales. Excellent agreement can be obtained with. The postbuckling behavior of unidirectional and cross-ply C-C laminated beams is depicted in Fig. 4 where comparisons are made between our results and the closed-form solutions derived by Gupta et al. [47] It is obvious that a beam with fewer layers is preferred from easy manufacturing and cost effective point of view. The dimensionless nonlinear frequency and postbuckling load of beams with different total number of layers n are compared in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively, in order to find the minimum total number of layers required to approximate an ideal functionally graded beam with enough accuracy yet at minimized fabrication cost. The results
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indicate that a beam with a total of 14 layers (n = 14) is sufficient as results are just 2.0 % lower than those with 10000 n = . Table 4 . 
Nonlinear free vibration
Figs. 5(A)-5(C) illustrate the effect of GPL weight fraction on the nonlinear frequency ratio versus maximum deflection curves for porous nanocomposite beams. This effect is seen to be different for beams with different GPL distribution patterns. As GPL weight fraction increases, the nonlinear frequency ratio becomes lower for symmetric GPL distribution pattern A but tends to be slightly higher for asymmetric GPL distribution pattern B. For uniform pattern C, however, this effect is negligible. The effects of porosity coefficient and distribution on the nonlinear vibration behavior of nanocomposite beams are demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the nonlinear frequency ratio is given and Fig. 9 showing the nonlinear frequency. Since an increase in porosity coefficient corresponds to a larger size and a higher density of the internal pores which weakens beam M A N U S C R I P T
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16 stiffness, the nonlinear frequency drops as the porosity coefficient increases, regardless of the porosity distribution. The results for the nonlinear frequency ratio, however, are seen to be different for the three different porosity distributions. A higher porosity coefficient leads to a lower nonlinear frequency ratio for beams with symmetric porosity distribution 1 and a slightly higher frequency ratio for beams with asymmetric porosity distribution 2, while for beams with uniform porosity distribution, the nonlinear frequency ratio is almost unaffected by the change in porosity coefficient. Fig. 10(A) examines the combined effects of porosity distributions and GPL patterns on dimensionless nonlinear frequency versus vibration amplitude curves. The reinforcement effect of GPL nanofillers is seen to be more remarkable with symmetric pattern A, less significant with uniform pattern C, and least pronounced with asymmetric pattern B, which is also confirmed by the percentage frequency increment results presented in Fig. 10(B) . The beam with porosity distribution 1 and GPL pattern A has the highest nonlinear frequency, indicating that the non-uniformly symmetric dispersion of internal pores and nanofillers is an effective way to achieve the best reinforcing performance of porous nanocomposite beams from nonlinear free vibration perspective. This is due to the fact that the symmetric pattern with more GPLs distributed in high bending stress regions and more pores in low stress regions around the mid-plane is capable of making the best use of materials. It can also be seen in Fig. 10(B) that as the vibration amplitude increases, the frequency increment tends to be lower for GPL distribution pattern A, becomes higher for pattern B, and stays almost unchanged for pattern C. The nonlinear vibration behaviors of C-C, C-H and H-H porous nanocomposite beams are depicted in Fig. 11 . As expected, the C-C beam possesses the largest nonlinear frequency. It can also be noted that the curves of C-H and H-H beams with GPL pattern B are asymmetric. This is because pattern B leads to an asymmetric material distribution across the beam thickness, thus the energy balance equation cannot yield equal and opposite roots due to the M A N U S C R I P T
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19 existence of bending-extensional coupling, making the nonlinear frequency dependent on both the magnitude and the sign of the vibration amplitude. For a C-C beam with GPL pattern B, the nonlinear vibration curve remains symmetric since the fully clamped end supports can produce necessary bending moment to eliminate the coupling effects.
The dimensionless nonlinear frequency and the frequency ratio of beams with varying slenderness ratios are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. It is worth noting that although the beam with a higher slenderness ratio has a significantly lower nonlinear frequency, its frequency ratio drops just slightly under the same vibration amplitude. Table 5 . Dimensionless nonlinear frequency of porous nanocomposite beams: effect of slenderness ratio (porosity distribution 1, GPL pattern A, C-C beam, 0 0.5 e = , 1.0 Table 6 . Nonlinear frequency ratio / nl l ω ω of porous nanocomposite beams: effect of slenderness ratio (porosity distribution 1, GPL pattern A, C-C beam, 0 0.5 e = , 1.0 Figs. 13(A) and 13(B) reveal the effects of GPL geometry and size on the postbuckling behavior of porous nanocomposite beams. Consistent with the observations in nonlinear vibration analysis, it is found that the postbuckling load-carrying capacity can be most effectively improved through the addition of GPLs with fewer single graphene layers and a larger surface area. The postbuckling equilibrium path and the percentage increment of the postbuckling load at a given midspan deflection of porous nanocomposite beams are given in Figs. 14(A) and 14(B), respectively. Again, the functionally graded symmetric dispersions of internal pores and GPL nanofillers are proved to be the best distribution patterns to achieve the highest postbuckling load. The percentage increment of the postbuckling load is found to be much higher than that of the nonlinear vibration frequency given in Fig. 10(B) . This is because the buckling load is directly proportional to the beam stiffness while the frequency is proportional to the square root of the stiffness. 
Conclusions
In order to assess GPL's reinforcing effect on the nonlinear performance of functionally graded porous nanocomposites, the nonlinear vibration and postbuckling analyses on closedcell copper-matrix beams have been presented. The effects of weight fraction, dispersion pattern, geometry and size of GPL nanofillers on beams with varying porosity distributions, porosity coefficient, boundary conditions and slenderness ratio are investigated through a detailed parametric study. It can be concluded from the results that:
(1) GPLs can provide remarkable reinforcing effect on porous beams as evidenced by higher nonlinear vibration frequencies and larger postbuckling loads, both of which decrease with the increasing porosity coefficient. (2) The effect of GPL weight fraction on the nonlinear frequency ratio tends to be different for beams with different GPL distribution patterns. Similar phenomenon can be observed in the effect of porosity coefficient on the nonlinear frequency ratio of beams with different porosity distributions. (3) Beams with porosity distribution 1 reinforced by GPL pattern A have the largest nonlinear frequencies and the highest postbuckling loads, which implies that the functionally graded symmetric distributions of both internal pores and GPL nanofillers can achieve the highest beam stiffness. 
